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whercf2 is surjective, there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
O~u(R)~~R~)eV(R,)~U(R’)-*pic(R)-,pic(Rt)~pic(R~)-,pi~(R’), 
where U(R) is the group of units of R and Pi@&) is the group of invertibIe R-mod- 
ules. Let Br(R} be the Brauer group of R. We show that under certain hypotheses 
there exists a connecting map a, such that 
. ..+Pic(R’)~Br(Rj+Br(Rt)etBr(R~)+Br(R’) - 
is exact. The hypothesis is roughly that .one can lift projective R’-modules of con- 
stant rank. We did not use the general machinery developed by Bass [3. ch. Vll] 
for the construction of Mayer-Vietoris sequences. We found it easier to verify ex- 
plicitefy the exactness of the sequence, just using Milnor’s theorem. We refer to 
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[J&S] for applications of the sequence to integral closure of noetherian rings. Note 
that Chibds applies a cohomological Nroyer-Vietoris equence but that it may be 
simpler to use our sequence. 
We then show that the Brauer group of 3 finite Z-algebra is3 finite sum of copies 
at’ Z/22. In particular, we prove that Br(Zn) = 0 for any finite abehan group n, 
Finaliy we apply the Mayer-VietoGs equence to study the behatiour of Br under 
polynomial extensions. 
I. Mihat’s theorem 
Most of this section comes directly from the notes of Bass f2,3) l Ijet I? be 3 
commutative ring, and le: A be an R-algebra. We shall use the following categories 
with products: 
(I ) P(A), the finitely generated projective Zeft A-modules and A-homomorphisms 
with product the direct sum e. 
(2) H’(R), the faithf u H y projective R-modules, i.e., the ftithful finitely projective 
R-modules and R-isomorphinns, with product the tensor product SR over R. Red 
that PE FP(R) if and only if there exists an R-module Q with P eQ 2 R” 13, p.476, 
Proposition 4.61. 
(3) CRPIJY), the finitely generated projective R-modules of consta.nt rank and 
R-isomorphisms, with product the tensor product Q over R. 
(4) Kc(R), the invertible R-modules and R-isomorphisms, with product QPR. The 
inclusions Kc(R) c CRP(R) C FP(R) are clearly product preserving. 
(5) Az{R j, the Azumaya R-algebras and R-dgebr3 homomorphisms with product 
a~. Recall that an Azumaya R-algebra A is 3 central separable R-tigebra. One also 
ciin show that A E Az(R) if and only if there exists an R-algebra B (in general not 
commutative!) such that 34 in B s M,(R). As an R-module, d E FP(R), and if 
P E F&R), then EndR (P j E AZ@). 
jtRt f : R + S be a cornmutative R-algebra. If C(R) is any of these t”rve categories, 
then - csR S is a product preserving functor F : qR) + C(S)+ 
For any category C with product, let #,C he its Grothcndieck group. The 
group &Kc(R) is the A;crudgrsup Pic(R j of R. The functor EndR : FP(R) -+ Az(R) 
is product preserving and induces a group homomorphitiin KoEndR : KoFP(R) +K&tQR). 
The Braue~grmp Br(R) of R is the cokemel of KOEndR . The neutral element of 
Br(R) is [End&‘)) for any P in FP(R)$ and the invert of the class [~4 1 in Br(,R) of 
A E h(R) is !A”], where An E /h(R) is the opposite algebra of A. The map 
Pi@) + CW(R ‘1 induces a goup homomor#ism Fi@R) + K,,CRP(R). 
In the following we &ail abbreviate K&W(R) bjf tIRo(R) and the torsion part 
of Pic(R j by Tic(R) 
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Proposition 1.1. The sequence 
0 + Tic(R) + Pie(R) + KOFP(R) = K,At(R) -+ h(R) -+ 0 
is exact. 
Proof [2, p. I t 71. The exactness in K@z(R) is clear. We shah only prove the exact- 
ness at Pit(R). For the exactness at K@P(R) see [ 2, p. 1171. We shall not use this 
part anyway. fRt (I) E Tic(R), then@” I 2 R for some n E N. The R-module 
is certainly faithfully projective and clearly PQP I e P. Tensoring this isomorphism 
with an R-module Q such that P QD Q 2 Rm gives f m s Rm. Hence the class of I 
in KoFP(R j is zero. Conversely, if the image of (I) E Pit(R) is zero in KoFF(R), 
there exists nr E N such that Im 2 Rm . Taking the mth exterior power gives 
Srn I sR, so (I) E Tic(R). Cl 
It fdllows from Propositio:i 1. I that the sequence 
0 3 Tic(R) + Pie(R) --* C&J(R) 
is also exact. Moreover CRo(R) clearly is contained in KoFqR). ILet now 
R -R’ 1 
fl 
be a Cartesian square of commutative ring homsmorphisms. Thus 
and the hi’s are induced by coordinate projections. If C(-) is any of the five 
categories defined above, we obtain a square of functors 
C(R) ” + C(R2) 
=(R1) F1 - C(R’) 
where Fi = - eRiRr, Hi = - OPR ‘ii (i = 1,2) and fl is the natural isomorph~sm arisin 
from the isomorphisms 
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for C E C(R). 
We also have the fibre product category 
The objects in C are triples (Cl, 7, Cz) with Ci E C(Ri) (i = I, 2) and 7 : F&l * F&+2 
an isomorphism inC(R’). A morphism (Cl 9 7, C2) + @, 6, Dz) in C is a pair of 
morphisms dj : Ci -+Di in C(Ri) (i = i ,2) such that the diagram 
commutes. There are canonical functors 
Gi: C-* C(Ri), (C,, % C2) )-, Ci, (Vl*V2j3Vi* i= 1*2, 
and the square 
(1.4) b[ G2 l '([z y:FICI-* F2G2, 
=w F, - C(R’) 
is commutative up t:, the natural isomorphisru 7 : FIGI-+ F2C2 which maps 
F,G1(C14C2)=4C1 toF2C2(CI,YX2)=F2C2 byr 
The square (1.4 j is (up to 7) Cartesian. So there is a unique functor 
T: C(R) -+ C such( that Hi = GJ (i = 1,2) and p = y l T. Namely, we must have 
T(C) = (&C, 0~~ H$) and Uf I= (fflf, H2f Jo 
mm 9.2 (Miinor). Q, irr the square (1. I), fi or f2 is surjmtive, rhm the functor 
T: C(R) --+ C is m equivalcwe for the five caregczdes defined above. If C(-) = P( b ), 
the rings need wt be commutative. 
Proof. Fbr C( - j = P(-) it is Milnor’s theorem [3,~/. 479, Theorem 5.11 l The four 
other cases are easy consequences,of Milnor’s theorem. We shall only look at the 
case&)=A&). LetAibeinAz(Ri)(i= 1,2)andleta:F1A1G&A2 bean 
R’algebra isomorphism. Then A = (Al,a, AZ) in the fibre product category 
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AZ@ 1) X~z~~*~ AZ(&) is clearly an R-algebra. One has to verify that A E AZ(R) 
and conversely that any A E AZ(R) is isomorphic to a unique (A 1, or, AZ), where 
Ai 2 HiA E Az(R~) (i = 1.2). For the first part the square 
(1.S) GIA I 
A G2A +A2 
I F 2A 6 
A--------cFA---“-*FA 1 F,A 1 1 a = = 
is cartesian and Fz 
We now recall k 
or a * FiA is surjet:tive. 
e definition of a separable R-algebra A. if Ae = A B A0 is the 
enveloping algebra of A, then A is always a (finitely generated) left Ae-module by 
the multiplication map, and A is called separuble if A is AC-projzctive. The square 
( 1 S) induces a corresponding square for the enveloping algebras, and clearly one of 
the maps ping to the right bottom corner will be surjectke. It then follows from 
Milnor’s theorem that A is separable if Aj (i = i ,2) are separahte. Using the fact that 
the center of A is canonic&y isomorphic to EndAe(A, A), it is clear from the de- 
finition of the morphisms in the fibre product categorv and from Milnor’s theorem 
that A is central separable if Ai (i = 1,2) are central se&able. The converse clearly 
foIIows from the corresponding part of Milnor’s theorem, since an Azumaya R-al- 
gebra is finitely generated projective as an R-module. R 
2. I%e Mrtyer-Vietoris equence 
Consider a Cartesian square of maps of commutative rings 
R ” *R, 
For any covariant functor 
@ : Commutitive rings + Abelian group-s 
define the homomorphisms 
byx+(h, x4 * x)and(y,t)+f~~y -f2*ze + 
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Let W(m) be the functor “Units”. We propose to construct a Mayer-Vietaris 
sequence for the square (2.1): 
(2.3) 
where the unnamed maps are the ones defined in (2.2). The part up to Pic(R’) is 
well known 13, p. 4821 and is exact if fi or fi in (2.1) is surjective. The map 
$ : U(R’) -+ Pit(R) is defined by u’ -+ (R, u’, R), u’ E U(R’), and (R, u’, R) E RlqR) 
follows from Milnor’s theorem. For the defmition of do and the exactness (under 
suitable hypotheses) of the complete sequence we need to recall some wellknown 
facts about invertible modules. 
A fmitely generated projective R-module I is invertible if and only if the can* 
nical map R + PndR(f) is an isomorphism [3, p. 1321. The following result hen 
is an easy ccnsequence of Morita theory [3, ch. II] l 
~pos&n 2. I. Let P, Q &? in FP(R) and Iet Q : EndR (P) I+ EndR (Q) be (111 i.~- 
nw@&n of R-algebnts, I%en Q is induced by un isomorphism of R-modules 
f: PO 11 Q, wirwe IE Pit(R). Moreover the C&S (I) of J in Pit(R) is uniquely 
detwmtned by CL 
We now construct the Mayer-Vietoris sequences. 
nieomn 2.2. Let (2.1) be a cartesian squme of mogs of commutative rings with 
fi 01 f2 swjective. If the imclrge N of the map K#P(R I)er K#P(R$ + KoFP(R’) 
as defmed in (2.2) contafns the irmrge Pic(R’)/Tic(R’) of Pk(R’), then there exists 
IJ mgp 30: Pic(R’) + Br(R) such that the sequence (2.3) is exact, cz;rcept possibly 
at Br(R 1) e Br(R2). ?%e sequence (2.3) is exrrct evevwhere if N antains CRo(R’) 
lltcmrzk 2.3. The condition on N means that for I’ E Pie R’ (respectively for 
I’ E CRpliR’)) there xist Qi E FP(Ri) (i = 1,2) such that 
forsomenEN,n> 1. 
Remark 2.4. If Pic(R’) is torsion, the first condition is trivially satisfied, and we 
get Child’s exact sequence [ 5,4.1]. 
Roaf of Theorem 2.2. We shall use tha unadorned symbol QP for all tensor products. 
It always will be clear over wh.ich ring the product is taken. 
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We first define do. Let (I’) E Pi@?‘). If there xists an R’-isomorphism 
f:F,P,d’~FzPz 
with Pi E FP(Ri) (i = f,2) we define i)o(f ‘) = [A J in B@?), where 
A =(EndR,(Pl,a,EndR,(p2)), 
Ltd Q is the conjugation with f, a(x) = fxf - t . It follows from Theorem I .2 that 
A f AZ(R), We now show that a,(#‘) does not depend on the choice of Pi f FP&) 
(i= l,2)andf. Let 
B= (EndR,(Q& & EndR&QZ)) 1 
with 0 induced by g: FlQl QP I’ + F2Qz9 be another choice. Then go, the opposite 
algebra ofB, is given by (EndR t(Ql)O, 0, EndR, (Q2)“)= Let 
be the dual of Q,. The isomorphisms of &algebras 
EndRi( 1 End~fiQ:) 
defined by k -*ho, where ho is the transpose ofh, allows us to identify B” with 
(EndR,(Qy), fl. EndR,(e:)), where n is induced by go1 : (FIQI a~ I’>Q + FzQf- !&I 
we have 
A @ fl t (EadR,@‘l) QP EndR&Q$ a @ 8, EndR, (.z) 69 EndR, (Q$) ? 
where a4p if is induced by 
Since I’ is invertible, 
and we can write A 4~ l@ t End&f) with 
But this means that [A B BQ] = 0 in Br(IP) or that [A) = [B] . 
The existence of Pi E FP(R& (I = 1,2) and of an a’-isomorphism 
f : Fl PI o I’ s F& follows from the hypothesis, by Remark 2.3. 
We now verify the exactness of the sequence (2.3). First it is clear from the 
definition of the maps that (2.3) is a compkx. 
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L,et (I’) E Pic(R’) be such that a#)= 0 in Br(R). Recall that i!)(f) = [A] with 
A =(End~,(~l),a,End~,(P2)) 
and where cy is induced by an R’-isomorphism 
f: FtPl QP I’s F2P2. 
Now iI@‘) = 0 means 
A s End&?), Q-P(R). 
By Milnor’s theorem we know that Q z (Ql, g, Q2), where g is an R’-isomorphism 
FlQ1 3 F2Q2 and Qi f FP(R& (i = 1,2). It then folfows that 
(EndR,(P&a, EndR1(P2))z tEndR,(Q&#%EndR,(Q2)) 9 
where fi is the conjugation by g. This is an isomorphism in the fibre product cate- 
gory, which means that there exist R+omorphisms of algebras 
pi : EndR&Pj) 2; EndRi(Qi) such that the diagram 
commutes. By Proposition 2.1, the q$ are induced by Ri-isrPmorphkms 
hi:PiaIi’Qip Ii E piC(Ri) , i= 11,2. 
But then a is also induced by the composed map 
FlIPj Qp 11) 
Flit, 
3 F,Q,--8, F2Q2 tF2h2’-’ + F2(P2 4912), 
or by 
FIPl QP (~f;‘,l~ bp F&-l, a+ F2P2 . 
By Proposition 2.1 we must hare (i’)~(F111 a F&J and (I’) is in the image of 
Kc(R 1) @ Pic(R2). 
Let 
be such that [A] lies in the kernel of h(R) + Br(R 1) $ Br(Rq)- This means that u 
[CiA) = [Ai] = 0 
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in Br(Ri) (i = l(2), of that 
Ai s EndRi(Pi) 
for some Pi E FfiRj) (i = 1,2). 
By proposition 2.1, the isomorphism 
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F1 EndR, (PI 1% FIA 1 s FzA2 7 F2 EndR,(Pz) 
is induced by an R’-isomorphism f: F& 8 I’ z F$Q with I’ E Fic(R’). This -means 
that A 2 a(l’). 
Let ([A 11, [AZ]) be in Br(R1) $I Br(R2). We can choose Ai E Az(Ri) constant 
rank Ri (i 1,2). If example A is not constant rank R 1, we 
can R 1 A 1 products 
R, R\“X . . X Al =A\‘)X . . 
such that is of rank $ Rl”f (i 1, . . . . s). Let now 
M, = M:“x >r M(*) ..t . 
1 
k the R l-module such that M,“’ is free over R y) of rank mi = Ili+i njr Then Ml is 
clearly in FP(R 1) and the R r -algebra A 1 QP EndR,(nll) of constant rank n* = II& 
belongs to the class [A 1 ] E Br(R 1). Now if ([A,), [A *]) lies in the kernel of 
Br(R1) @ Br(R2) + Br(R’), we have [PIA = [F2A2] in Br(R’j* or, going to algebras, 
that there exist P’* Q’ E FF(R’) such that 
F,Al4p Endp(P’) s FzA2 QP EndR(Q’) . . 
Using that FiAi (i = 1,2;! ) la~te constant ranks over R’ and tensor?ng, if necessary, 
with some EndR(M’), Ih’” E FF(R’), we may assume that P’ and Q’ have constant 
ranks over R’ and even that Q’ is dice. Now the fact that N contains CR&) im- 
piies the existence of Pi E FF(Rc) (i = 1 3 2) such that F& 3 P’ 8 F2 P2. This induces 
a chain of iwmorphisms 
which implies that ([A 11, [AZ]) is in the image of Br(R). Cl 
Corollary 2.5. Let R’ be a commutative drg such that for my finitely genemted 
projective R’module P of constant tank t#me exists a positive integet n suck that 
P i3 . . . * P (n terms) is free. Tllen the sequence 
(24 l se + Pic(R’) aa + Br(R) + Br(R 1) Q Br(R2) --) Br(R’) 
is exuct* 
Gwom 2.6. Let R’ be u commutative ring such that max(R’) is a noethe&m 
space of dimension G 1 and Pic(R ‘) is to&n. Then the sequence (2.4) is exact, 
Corollary 2% follows from 2.5 by the cancellation theorem for projective mod- 
ules. (See also [3, p. 4681.) 
3. AppBcations 




R/c - SIC 
where the vertial maps are the projections, i  clearly cartesian. Applying 2-6, we 
C&i&i: 
Thxem 3.1. If ti(S/c ) G 1 mtd Pic(S/ c) is torsian, then the sequence 
0.. + Pic(S/c) + Br(R) + Br(S) $ Br(R/c)+ Br(S/c) 
Cotdhty 3.2. If R/r and S’c m j%zite Artin K-algebras, where K is a Cl -field, then 
Br(R) a Br(S). 
mf. It is an immediate consequence of 3.1 and of the following well-known IO- 
suit. 
hpodtion 3.3. Let T be a finite 4lr;ain k-a&ebra, where the field k is Cl. Then 
Br(T) = 0. 
Proof. The radical Rad(T) of T is nilpotent, hence the map Br(T) 3 Br(T/Rad(T)) 
is injective [ 7, Theorem 2.11. Now T/Rad(T) is a finite product of finite fieid ex= 
tensims of K, hence Br(T/Rad(T)) = 0. 
Example 3.4. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring with normaiisation R and conduc- 
tor 
C= ~~={xERlxRCR}. 
Wecall that c is the largest &ideal contained inR and that c # 8 if and only if R is 
finite over R. We refer to [S] for an application of3.1 to such a situation. Actually 
Childs has a Mayer--Vietoris sequence with cohomology groups instead of Brauer 
groups, and it is simpler to deduce Chiid’s results from 3.1. As an examp!e, we ob- 
tain {using Tsen’s theorem) tflat the Brauer group of an affine algebraic curvi over 
an algebraically closed field is zero [6, p. 891. 
We now apply 3.1 to &&ate the Brauer group of all finite Z-algebras. 
Thorn 3.5.2’6re Brewer g oup of a finite Z-algebra R is a finite sum of copies of 
Z/22 If in pmticulm R = Z[n], n a finite abelian group, then Br(Z[n]) = 0. 
Roof. The kernei of the map R +Rred is nilpotent, herefore Br(R) + Br(R,,J 
is inject&e [ 7, Theorem 2. l), and we can assume that R is reduced. 
Suppose first that R is a domain, with field of quotients K. If the characteristic 
of K is zero, K is a field of algebraic numbers. IRt R be the ring of algebraic integers 
in K. The ring R, being a finite Z-module, isintegral over 2, hence is contained in
R. Since the conductor CR/R of R is a non-zero ideal, the ring R/C is finite. It fol- 
lows from 3.3 that the Brauer group of a fmite ring is zero. Therefore Br(R) is iso- 
morphic to Br@). The Brauer group of a ring of algebraic ntegrs is known (see 
f6. p- 951) 
Br(R) = (Z/22)‘, 
where r = maxf0, s- f ) and s is the number of real places of the quotient field K 
of R. If the characteristic of K is different from zero, K is finite, hence R is fmite 
and Br(R) = 0. 
Assume now that R is not a domain. Take prime ideals pi9 . . . . p,, of R such that 
(0) =n;*l pi and the intersection is inedrandant. LJY: Ri = R/pi 9 and Ic2t S be the 
product of the Rl’s. The ma.p R + S induced by the projections R + R/pi is clearly 
injective. We show that the conductor es/~ of S to R is not zero. Being an S-ideal, 
$1~ is the sum of its components C, in Ri. One then vertfies that 
which is not zero. Next we show that S/C is finite. it suffices to prove thar Ri/Ci is 
Unite, which foLlows from the first part of the proof since Ri is adomain. Then 
R/C is also finite, and by 3.1 we obtain that k(R) SE B&S). Therefore we have 
where ail Ri are domains and the result follows from the first part of the proof. 
Finally, if R = Z[n], all the fields of fractions of the Ri’s are cyclotomic, hence 
Br(Ri) = 0 by Grotkendieck’s caflculation. 17 
LRt R fr] be the ring of polynomials with coefficients In R. It is well known that 
the inclusion R -+ R [t] induces an isomorphism Br(R) -+ Br(R [t] ) for R a regular 
domain of characteristic zero [ P * Proposition ‘7.7]. For low-dimensionaf lgebras 
we obtain the following result. 
Ihmmm 3.6. Let A be u Dedekhd dumin of &zmcteristic zero and such that its 
residue class fields are of characteristic xru or perfect and Cj . Let R be a faithjUy 
projective A-algebra Then the inclusion R -+ R [t 1, . . . , tn ] iniluca an iwmurphism 
a: Br(R) + Br(R[tl, . . . . t,] j. 
Roof. Let us write n for the semi-group of the monomials in tl, . . . . t,, . Since the 
map R[ n) + R sending n to zero induces a splitting of Q, it suffices to show that 
P: Br(R[n]) + Br(R) is inject&e. In the commutative diagram 
Pi i 
4 I ‘kd 
Br(R) ------+ BdR,ed) 
the horizontal maps are injective; therefore it is enough to prove that ored is injective. 
But R, is again a faithfulty projective A-algebra, hence we can assume that R itself is 
reduced. If K is the field of fractions ofA ) the &ale K-algebra L = R QPA K is the total ring 
of fractions of R. Let K be the integral closure of R in L and c the conductor of R in 
R. The quotient R/c being artinian, Pic@fc) and Pic(R/c fxj) vanish. Moreover, 
z&tee projez tive Rfc -modules of constant rank are free and 
[3, ch. XII, Corollary 3.5)) by the cancellation theorem gf Bass [ 2, ch. IV, Coroi- 
lary 3.5)) projective R/C [#modules of constant rank >n are free. Therefore WC 
can apply Corollary 2.5 to get a commutative diagram 
O---, Br(R) - Br@) GI Br(Rfc) - Br(R/c) 
8 Br(R/c [n])- Br(Rlc 14) 
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with exact rows. By the theorem of Ausiander and Goldman mentioned before, 7 
is an isomorphism. I[f the residue class of fields of A have zero characteristic, 6 and 
E are injective. Th\s is easily seen by passing to the reduced rings and applying 
[ 1, Proposition 7.71. Therefore, in this case /3 is injective and the theorem is proved. 
Suppose now that the residues class fields are perfect and Cl. Then 
Br(R/c) = Br@/c) = 0 
but, in general, Ba(R/c [n]) and Br@/c [n]) will not vanish (counterexample: 
R/t = Z&Z, see Example 3.11). Still, an easy diagram chasing shows that the in- 
jectivity of 0 will follow from the injectivity of Br(R/c [n]) + Br(R/c [n]). Replacing 
R/C and R/c by the corresponding reduced rings, we see that what we need follows 
immediately from the next proposition. 
Piopwition 3.7. Let k be a Cl field a/td A an t!taIe k-al&ebm. Then 
Brjk( pr]) + Br(A[ n]) is injective. 
Roof. We denote by H* the second group of Amitsur cohomoiogy. Any product 
of the type AQ . . . QP~ A is reduced, hence 
This implies th3t 
But, by a well-known theorem of Rosenberg and Zelinsky %S, p. ;36], 
H*O’U~llk[n]) = ker(Br(k[n]) -+ Br(A[n])) , 
il*(A/k)= ker(Br(k)+ Bt(A)) = 0. 
This proves the proposition. II
From Theorem 3.6 we deduce two corollaries. 
Cbtollaty 3.8. Let R be un affine algcrbra of dimension c)ne over afield k of charac- 
teristic zero. TIoen Br(R) + Br(R [ tl , . . . . t,] ) is an iwmorphism. 
Rmf. Apply the normahsation lemma and then Theorem 3.6 with A = k[t] . Cl 
broad 3.9. Let R be a finite free Zslgebra. Then Br(R) + Br(R[ t 1, . . . , t,, 1) is 
an iwmurphism. 
Rsaf. The residue class fields of 2 are perfect and Cl. 0 
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We now give an example to show that Corollary 3.9 is false without assuming 
that R is finite over 2, even if R is an integral domain of characteristic zero. 
Errempk 3. IQ. Let R be the ring Z[(sz + 1)42,s] t where s is an indeterminate. We 
shall shaw that Br(R) is of order 2 and Br(R I?]) is infInite. The integral closure of 
R is R = Z[ 42, S) and the corresponding conductor is CR = ($2 + l)R. We have 
R/CR =Z[i] =A , W/CR = Z[i,d2] =B. 
We first show that the two cartesian squares 
R-W WI -R[t] 
I I I I 
A-B 44 - BItI 
satisfy the hypothesis of Coroliary 2.4. This is clear for the first one since B is one- 
dimensional nd Pit(B) is finite. For the se_cond one, using some formulas of Bass 
[3, ch. XII, Theorem 10.41, we compute Ko(B[t]) and Pic(B[t] ). The integral 
closure of B is B = Z[ f (1 + i)d2], the ring of eighth roots of i . The conductor of 
B into B is c B = (42)8 and 
e (the rational prime 2 is totalIy ramified in B !). From Bass’ formuias we get im- 
mediately 
&)(Bltl) = K,le) @ Fait1 * Pic(B[t]) = Pit(B) @ F2[ t) . 
Further, since B is a one-dimensional domain, k,(B) = Fit(B). ILet US compute 
k(B) and k(B). The cartesian square 
F2 - F2 1x11(x2) 
gives a Mayer--Vietoris sequence from which, using the fact that 
U(Q)=0 * pic(B/c B) = Pi&#/c B) = 0 , Br(B/c*) = Br@/c 8) = 0, 
we deduce the following two exact sequences: 
t3@) -+ U(F, [x)/(x2)) + k(B) -+ Pi@) , 
0 + Br(B)+ Br(& + 0 . 
In the first one, f (1 + i)d2 E U(B) maps onto the non-trivial unit of F2 [ x)I(x2). 
M.-A. Kws, M. Ojmguren, A Mayer- Vietoris sequeme for the Bmuer group 359 
From the weil-known fact that Pic(& = 0 we can conclude that Pit(B) = 0. From 
Crothendieck’s results [S, p. 95) we get Br(& = 0, hence Br@) = 0 and, by 
Theorem 3.6, Br@[r]) = 0. 
The fact that &@[t]) = Fz [t] implies that for any projective B(t]-module P, 
P $ P is stably free, hence, by cancellation [3, ch. IV, Corollary 3.51, PePe, 
[t]) t Br(@ = Br(Z[d2]) = Z/(2) , 
Br(A[t))=Br(A)=O. 
Since A and 2[\/2] are principal ideal domains, 
Pk(A)=Pk(A[t))=0, 
Pic(Zf 42)) = Pit(R) = Pi& [t]) = 0 . 
Hence the above diagram becomes 
~--%I~1 - + Br(R It])- 2 l(2) - 0 
I I I 
o-o -BrW) -Z/(2)-0 
This shows that 
kedBr(R [II) + Br(R)) = F2 [t) v 
ie, 
Bttpl PI) = Z/(2) e F, [t] . 
The next example shows that Theorem 3.6 is false in characteristic p, even for re- 
gular ings. 
Example 3.11. Let R = Fp be the field with p elements, p a prime. Then 
BrfFp [tl, tz]) # 0. In fact, by [8, p. 3361, 
ker(Br(F&, tzj)+ Br(F&, @‘])=H2(Fp[tp &lp]lFp 
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